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Building a repository for record linkage

Abstract
ICPSR is building LinkageLibrary, a repository and community space for researchers involved in linking and
combining datasets, as a collaboration between social, statistical, and computer scientists. Unlike surveys or
experiments where causal and outcome variables are measured in tandem, it is often necessary when working
with organic, non-design data to link to other measures. This makes linkage methodologies particularly
important when conducting analyses using administrative data. A common benchmarking repository of
linkage methodologies will propel the field to the next level of rigor by facilitating comparison of different
algorithms, understanding which types of algorithms work best under different conditions and problem
domains, promoting transparency and replicability of research, and encouraging proper citation of
methodological contributions and their resulting datasets. It will bring together the diverse scholarly
communities (e.g., computer scientists, statisticians, and social, behavioral, economic, and health (SBEH)
scientists) who are currently addressing these challenges in disparate ways that do not build on one another’s
work. Improving linkage methodologies is critical to the production of representative samples, and thus to
unbiased estimates of a wide variety of social and economic phenomena. The repository will accelerate the
development of new record linkage algorithms and evaluation methods, improve the reproducibility of
analyses conducted on integrated data, allow comparisons on same and different data, and move forward the
provision of privacy-aware integrated data. The presentation will focus on lessons learned while building the
repository and the community, and introduce the LinkageLibrary website.
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ICPSR
ØFounded in 1962 by 22 universities, now consortium of 800 

institutions world-wide

ØFocus on social and behavioral science data, broadly defined

ØCurrent holdings 
Ø 10,000 studies, quarter million files, 5 million variables 

Ø 1500 are restricted studies, almost always to protect confidentiality

Ø Bibliography of Data-related Literature with 75,000 citations  

ØApproximately 60,000 active MyData (“shopping cart”) accounts

ØThematic collections of data about addiction and HIV, aging, arts 
and culture, child care and early education, criminal justice, 
demography, health and medical care, and minorities



ØLinked data present challenges for both 
confidentiality and reproducibility
ØLinkage more accurate with more detailed information

ØNeed standards for safe, ethical ways to enhance data with 
new linkages

ØLinked data easier to re-identify, even after removing 
unique identifiers
ØNeed safe places to analyze linked data

ØLinkage strategies introduce differences in datasets 
that are often not well documented
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Data linkage challenges



ØEncourage researchers to share linked (or linkable) 
data and linkage strategies
ØAlgorithms, code, documents

ØCompare approaches across projects, datasets, 
disciplines
ØImprove linkage practices
ØImprove transparency
ØCommenting – to improve linkage & build community

ØLaunching in November 2018
ØLooking for beta testers now!
ØTest site
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https://linkagelibrary.test.icpsr.umich.edu/linkagelibrary/
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Email us at linkagelibrary@umich.edu
for queries and updates

mailto:linkagelibrary@umich.edu
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